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ABSTRACT
We propose a method to control a pan-tilt-zoom camera in
order to realize a planned video composition by reduced
number of camera motion changes. Video composition defines the way of filming an object in video image. It is described by position, velocity, size, and magnification rate
of the object in addition to velocity of background region
in video image. When we take video images, unexpected
motion of the object makes difference between the actual
video composition and a planned one. If we simply control
the camera to realize the planned composition as precise as
possible, the camera motion will be adjusted frequently and
as a result obtained video images will not be comfortable
to viewers. Therefore, we should consider the timing and
the amount of camera motion adjustments. Our method can
keep video composition within an acceptable range of the
planned composition by reduced number of camera motion
adjustments.

1. INTRODUCTION
Various approaches [1] [2] [3] have been proposed to film
human activities including walking, lectures, concerts, games,
etc. Automatic videography of moving objects is one of the
essential technologies on filming human activities.
A video composition defines the way of framing a
moving object in video images. When we utilize pan-tiltzoom camera, video composition is described by position
(p, q), velocity ( ṗ, q̇), size (z) of the object in video image,
size magnification rate (ż) of the object, and velocity (ṙ,ṡ) of
background region in video image. We call a specified video
composition that should be realized target video composition (TVC) in this paper. Not all the elements of TVC
should be specified on ordinary filming requests. For example, in order to film entire body of a lecturer in a classroom,
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the location and the size of the object would be enough to
realize sufficient video composition.
When filming is being executed according to the TVC,
there may be a gap between the TVC and observed video
composition (o-VC) due to the unexpected location of the
object.
In various automatic videography methods [4] [3] [5]
[6], a pan-tilt-zoom camera is controlled so as to minimize
the gap between TVC and o-VC at each video image. As
a result, the motion of the camera is changed frequently.
This becomes more obvious when it is requested to eliminate the gap as much as possible and as soon as possible.
However, this frequent motion adjustment will cause a serious problem of video quality for filming human activities
because ordinary viewers may not stand such camera motions. Therefore, not only the minimization of the gap but
also the timing and the amount of the camera motion adjustment should be carefully determined to provide a comfortable video to the viewers.
General video servoing approaches such that Tahri et
al.[7] proposes do not pay much attention on video quality against viewers although they can track an object with
pan-tilt or 6DOF cameras effectively.
Ozeki et al.[8] proposed virtual frame control to reduce
unpleasant camera motion on tracking a object manipulated
by an operator. In their approach, the direction of pan-tilt
camera is fixed while the object is located inside a virtual
frame that is set on a video image, and tracking the object
starts just after the object goes beyond the virtual frame.
When it comes to settle down, the camera is fixed again.
This method works well because they think limited variations of parameter specification of video composition. In
other words, their approach does not support other kinds of
video composition such as the speed of the object inside the
video image is specified.
In this paper, we propose a new method to control a
pan-tilt-zoom camera in order to realize TVC by reduced
number of camera motion adjustments. It does not only re-

duce the gap between TVC and o-VC measured on video
image but also determines the timing and amount of the
camera motion adjustment to provide comfortable videos
to viewers. Our approach uses optical flow both to identify foreground region and background region and to estimate current video composition. M-estimation is used to
classify optical flows because it is sometimes affected by
noise. We use Kalman filter to predict future camera-work
precisely, which is needed to suppress unnecessary motion
adjustments.
We introduce an acceptable range for every parameter
of TVC. Each acceptable range is given by its lower limit
and upper limit. If some parameters of TVC are not specified, corresponding acceptable ranges are set infinite. Video
composition is thought to be realized if all the parameters
of o-VC are within the acceptable range of TVC.
TVC could be determined based on the interest and situation of viewers. In this paper, we assume TVC and its
acceptable range are given by other method[9] or set manually.
We take up a situation of filming a lecturer in a classroom as our application in this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Camera
control framework of automatic videography is described
in Section 2. The camera adjustment reduction method is
explained in Section 3. Our experiments are shown in Section 4 where we discuss the ability of our method. Finally,
we conclude this paper in Section 5.
2. FRAMEWORK OF CAMERA CONTROL
2.1. Notation
We assume that at most one object may be moving in a
scene. Pan and tilt axis of a pan-tilt-zoom camera are orthogonal to each other and both pass the focal point of the
camera. Motion of the camera is controlled by feeding pan
speed, tilt speed, and focal length ( Ṗ, Ṫ , F). Hence, a
change of camera motion is defined by feeding different ( Ṗ,
Ṫ , F) to the camera. These parameters are discrete in practical pan-tilt-zoom cameras.
Video composition is defined by position (p, q), velocity
( ṗ, q̇), size (z) of the object in video image, size magnification rate (ż) of the object, and velocity (ṙ,ṡ) of background
region in video image. See Figure 2.1. Image size is normalized within 0 5 and 0 5, and the center of the image is
0 0 0 0.
2.2. Camera Control Procedure
Camera control procedure is conducted by repeating process loop. Process loop consists of 3 phases; observation,
prediction, and execution.

In the observation phase, current video composition is
estimated based on the optical flows in the current video
image. As the observed video composition may be affected
by error and noise, we call it o-VC to distinguish it from
actual current video composition.
In the prediction phase, future video compositions are
deduced according to the current o-VC and preceding oVCs. We call the estimated future video composition e-VC.
In order to predict e-VCs for next L loops, we use Kalman
filter that is designed for this kind of repetition procedure.
After obtaining L e-VCs, new camera command is issued if camera motion adjustment is needed in execution
phase. Amount of the adjustment is determined so as to let
e-VCs within the acceptable range for future L loops.
3. REDUCTION OF CAMERA CONTROL
ADJUSTMENTS
3.1. Extraction of o-VC by M-estimation
In our approach, there are at most two regions each of which
has unique horizontal speed, vertical speed, and scaling speed
H  V S in video image. As o-VC is easily calculated from
H  V S, we focus on extraction procedure of H  V S in
this section.
If there are two regions, one should be foreground object and the other a background. We apply two stage Mestimation procedure to classify optical flows into two regions. In the first stage, H p  Vp  S p  is estimated temporarily by inputting all the optical flows on video image to Mestimation method. Primary region is a region that has the
flow HP  VP  SP  . Then, in the second stage, H S  VS  SS 
is estimated based on the M-estimation of the optical flows
that are not included in the primary region. We call the region that has the flow HS  VS  SS  secondary region. The
region of which H  V S is consistent with Ṗ Ṫ  F  of the
previous process loop is labeled as background region, and
the other is labeled as foreground region.
The whole procedure to estimate foreground and background region is shown below.
Optical Flow Optical flow (u i , vi ) at (xi ,yi ) (i  1   Nopt )
on video image is extracted by block matching method.
Nopt is a fixed number of locations for optical flow
evaluation.
Region Vector As the camera neither moves translationally nor rotates around optic axis of the camera, (u i ,
vi ) can be written by region vector.
ui  H  Sxi 
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To estimate the region vector of the primary region
(HP , VP , SP ), M-estimation is applied. M-estimation
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equation is defined as follows.
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Region Identification Suppose this loop is the nth loop.
The region vector of the background region ( Ĥb , V̂b ,
Ŝb ) can be estimated by referring ( Ṗn1 , Ṫn1 , Fn1 )
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Control vector c n is shown in Eq.(10) followed by Eq.(11),
(12), and (13).
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We assume the mean of system noise ηn is 0 in this paper.
Measurement equation is shown as

As a result, o-VC can be calculated from H P  VP  SP 
and HS  VS  SS .

3.2. Estimation of e-VC with Kalman Filter

T

βn

(6)

Where pn , ṗn , qn , q̇n , zn , żn , ṙn , ṡn are the elements of the
realized visual composition of the nth loop. Then, transition

Bαn  εn
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(14)
(15)

In this equation, B is an identity matrix and the observation
vector βn is given by the parameter observed at the nth loop
in Eq.(15). Mean of observation noise εn is 0. A Kalman
filter can be formed with Eq (6) - Eq (15) as follows.
Σnn

We assume an object moves at constant velocity and pantilt camera keeps moving at constant angular velocity unless
camera control parameter is changed. We use Kalman filter
to estimate e-VC. To form Kalman filter, we define transition equation and measurement equation first. State vector

αn is defined as below.
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The region which has the similar value to ( Ĥb , V̂b ,
Ŝb ) is identified as background region, and the other
becomes foreground region.
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Note that G
n represents Kalman gain, and covariance ma of 
 of 
trix Q
ηn and H
εn are given in advance.
After the observation phase of the nth loop is over, βn
is fed to Eq.(16) - Eq.(20) and then successive L e-VCs

αnkn k  1 2   L can be calculated.

3.3. Determination of Camera Control Parameter
To minimize the number of the times of camera motion adjustments, new camera control parameter will be issued only
if e-VC of the next loop denoted as αn1n will go beyond
acceptable range.
The new camera control parameter ( Ṗn , Ṫn , Fn ) is determined so as to let e-VCs within the acceptable range for the
future L loops. If not possible, we adopt the parameter that
ensures the e-VCs in the acceptable range as long as possible.
On the nth loop, αnk (k  1 2   L) can be calculated
according to Eq.(20) because αnn has been obtained in the
observation phase.
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Therefore, ĉ n that realizes acceptable αˆ nk for k  1 2   M
M  L can be estimated as follows.
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With Eq.(10) and Eq.(22), ( Ṗn , Ṫn , Fn ) can be determined
so that it realizes αˆ nk for all M loops within the acceptable
range.

Data-1 (position range 0 25 and size 0 2) and Data-2 (position range 0 25 and size 0 3).
The object sizes in video are shown in Figure 2, and
corresponding results are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
Graph (a) indicates the position along with the time and
graph (b) the speed. In graph (a), horizontal axis indicates
time in seconds and vertical axis indicates x value in video
image. Black line shows e-VC which was estimated 5 loops
(0.33 seconds) before and dotted line means true camerawork that is calculated based on a color extraction of the
walker. The ’’ mark shows o-VC and two horizontal dotted lines show the acceptable range of this filming. In graph
(b), vertical axis indicates speed of x direction. As no acceptable ranges of the speed are set in Data-1 and Data-2,
there are no horizontal dotted lines in graph (b).
In Data-3, the acceptable range of the speed is specified
to 0 15 and the size to 0 3. In Data-4, both the position and
the speed are specified. The values are position range 0 25,
speed range 0 15, and size 0 3). Figure 5 and Figure 6 show
the results of Data-3 and Data-4 respectively.
The number of times of camera control adjustments is
shown in Table 1. The total amount of absolute adjustment
value of Ṗ is also shown in the table. All the adjustments
are 1 unit in Data-2, 3, and 4.

4. EXPERIMENT
Table 1. Camera motion adjustment
We have implemented our method and conducted experiments.
Our system uses SONY EVI-G30 as a shooting camera and Hitachi IP-5000 image processing board to calculate
optical flows. Size of input gray image is 320 by 240 pixels.
Optical flows are extracted at 16 rows by 12 columns. One
loop takes 66ms on average in this system and L is set to 10.
Although our method can deal with object size s and s  ,
we assume these two parameters to certain values and fix
the focal distance F in the experiments because our prototype system has rough resolution for object size estimation
that is determined by the positional interval of optical flow
extraction. This limitation will be eliminated if the system
can handle many optical flows.
We also omit tilt control because pan control and tilt
control can be done independently and the method itself is
completely the same for both controls.
In the experiments, the system filmed a person walking.
The distance between the pan-tilt camera and the person was
about 6 meters. The person was asked to walk freely for 25
seconds on a line that is almost orthogonal to the optic axis
of the camera.
We presented four different filming in this paper. TVC
is specified to set the walker in the center of the video image, and acceptable ranges are varied. In the first two examples, we set the same acceptable range of horizontal position
while we set different sizes. These examples are labeled as

Data
Number of adjustment
Total amount

Data-1
14
21

Data-2
17
17

Data-3
14
14

Data-4
21
21

We also conducted an experiment that clarify the advantage of our method against conservative automatic videography approach. The conservative method uses the same
processing loop except that camera adjustment is always issued when it is effective to minimize the position gap in the
next loop. The environment of the experiment is the same as
those of Data-1 to Data-4. We conducted filming twice, one
by our method and one by the conservative method. Note
that the situations were not exactly the same for the two experiments although the walker tried to walk in the same way
as much as possible. Figure 7(a) shows the positional result
of our method while Figure 7(b) shows the same of the conservative method. The acceptable range is set to be 0 25
for the position of the object and L  10. These video clips
last 25 seconds.
The stastical figures of the experiments are shown in Table 2. Although the position becomes three times looser, it
is within the acceptable range for most of the time in the
result of our method. Note that the number of the camera
motion adjustments is drastically reduced from 23 times to
only 4 times. Therefore, the generated video by our method
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Fig. 2. Object size
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Fig. 3. [Data-1] Position range 0 25; size 0 2
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Fig. 5. [Data-3] Speed range 0 15; size 0 3

is more comfortable than that of the conservative method.
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Table 2. Reduction of adjustments
0.2

Method
Time
Amount
Mean of Error
Deviation of Error

0
-0.2

Our method
4
4
0.15
0.066

Conservative method
23
24
0.05
0.052
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In our current implementation, we set Θ seg and Θreg
manually. However, we think optimal values of these thresholds could be determined based on the object size s in TVC.
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Fig. 6. [Data-4] Position range 0 25; Speed range 0 15;
size 0 3
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In this paper, we have proposed new camera control method
that realizes a planned video composition with less adjustments of camera motion. We introduced ’acceptable range
of video composition’ to ensure the video quality while we
succeeded in reducing the adjustments. The results with
various acceptable ranges and the comparison with conservative approach reveal the availability of our approach.
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